Anatomy of Search Results
The widening reality gap

User (mis-)perception
Most users trust search engine results to be:
Relevant
Objective
Organic
Google built this trust and expectation historically as it was technology-driven

Google Homepage 1998
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Evolution of search results pages
Google search results pages have changed dramatically over time
The following screenshots dated 2001 and 2011 illustrate the changes
Increasing emphasis on Google’s own expanding commercial services
Less screen estate left for relevant, objective and organic search results
Lost opportunity for SMEs to get fair and unbiased exposure to users
Changes have been introduced incrementally, leading to a reality gap:

Perceived search results

Search results actual content

•Mostly organic
•Objective
•Not commercially driven

•Largely sponsored / promotional
•Emphasis on own services
•Commercially driven
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Illustrative example: 2001
Search results for “Casinos”

•Screen estate division:
•Organic (68%) (white)
•Sponsored (32%) (red)
•Sponsored results are clearly
labelled as “sponsored links”
•Clear margin separation from
organic search results
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Illustrative example: 2011
Search results for “Casinos”

•Screen estate division:
•Sponsored (53%) (red)
•Google News (16%) (blue)
•Google Offering (13%) (yel)
•Organic (11%) (white)
•Similar formatting of organic and
non-organic results confuses
•Less-clear labelling of sponsored
content (small label “Ads” used)
•Confusing generic labelling of
own services (e.g. “News”)
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Reality gap
Independent search results:
Perceived

Reality
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Organic results?
2011 Search results for
“New York Hotels”
•No organic search results
above the fold
•Only Google products or
sponsored results
•Lost opportunity for SMEs
as less relevant organic
results shown to users
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Consumer Impact
Consumers ultimately pay higher costs for online services and are offered
fewer competitive options, less innovation
With little screen estate left for unpaid listings, SMEs are forced to pay
their way onto the 1st search results page to gain any visibility - these costs
are ultimately passed through to consumers.
Google-owned services displace competing services, siphoning away
revenues
Less capital available to competing services, hindering innovation
Lower revenues
Restricted access to investment capital
(less attractive business model, higher risk, less opportunity)
The glide path leads inevitably more domination by Google of web services
while reducing innovation and competition
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Conclusion
Commercial motives have led to significant changes in search results pages
Increasing proportion of sponsored ads and Google’s own services at the
expense of organic, objective search results shown to users
Lost opportunity for SMEs who rely on independent results seen by users
User perception is that search results are largely independent – which is no
longer the case
Ultimately consumers are harmed: higher costs, less innovation
Widening reality gap: Perceived search results vs. real content
Trust misplacement: Content nature should be highlighted more explicitly to
users with:
Clearer labelling
Clearer separation from organic results
Greater proportion given again to objective, organic search results
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